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March SCAMPS Meeting Location
The March meeting location is not established at the time of publication. Anything planned will be
communicated to the group via email by Kevin and Mark if a volunteer host can be found.

Soaring into History-1943
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

March starts off with the news that the famous Taft free flight venue is no more. It appears the land owner has
demanded all visitors off the property and is being enforced by the local Sheriff’s department to keep the
property private. The ban is being imposed on everyone-dirt bikers and modelers alike. No reason is known
at this time but obviously something has happened to make the land owner wary of the activity on the property
and is seeking to prevent problems. I have never flown there myself but am very aware of the long history of
the site as I came to be in my modeling career. We are starting to feel the squeeze on the sport-Taft gone and
Lost Hills threatened by encroaching orchard development-some have already given up on the site for free
flight activity. Those wide open spaces are become mythical and harder to come by-we need to treasure what
we have as it can be gone in an instant.
As long as we are on the subject of Lost Hills, here is a recent email sent around from Walt Ghio. I’m sure it
was in reference to the upcoming Ike event and the contests that followed during the week, but regardless it’s
still something we need to respect when flying there at any time:
Lost Hills Update

Walt Ghio f1bwalt@comcast.net

Today several Lost Hills board members and I had a meeting at Lost Hills to talk about the new orchard and
several other items regarding the Lost Hills flying field.
The main item from this meeting regarding the upcoming contest is that we have permission to drive our
motorcycles on the dirt roads between the new orchards. We are also allowed to walk on their property to
retrieve our models. No riding of any wheel type vehicle will be allowed on the orchard property. The plastic
lines for the drop irrigation have been installed and are being used to moisten the soil for planting of the trees
in March and April. Do not walk on the plastic lines if you have to enter the field to retrieve your model.
We will provide the above information to each contestant. Also, we will have signs posted at the edge of the
fields where you are required to walk. As president of the Lost Hills association, I am asking you to please pay
attention to these new rules regarding our flying field. We need to keep in good standing with our new
neighbors.
Along those lines I am including an article submitted by Kevin Sherman that offers some of the back story on
our Perris field location and how it came to be we are allowed to fly there. I did not know this history myself,
and now that I do will pay special heed to being a good neighbor and responsible participant when I am out
there. If we lose that field privilege we are really going to be hard pressed to have free flight as near as Perris
and makes the sport even more inaccessible to those in SoCal who might be forming an interest in free flight
modeling.

Why RDT is different from RC flying

by Kevin Sherman

The SCAMPS’ club received formal permission to fly at our current site about 15 years ago when Jan Sakert,
a deceased member of the club, went to the Riverside RC club meeting to seek approval to have free flight
there. The Riverside RC club has been flying there at least twice that long and lease the property for their
field. After some initial resistance to the idea of free flight, some of the RC members spoke in support,
saying, “We used to fly free flight and we should all work together.” A motion was made to allow us to fly at
our current field and it passed. The agreement allows us to fly Free Flight only and absolutely bans us from
flying any RC models at our field. It was a nice gesture for them to allow us to use the field, and was even
nicer when they said, “If you have some members that want to fly RC, they are welcome to fly from our field.”
All we ask is if your members fly there a lot, they become a member of our club too.” “If they just want to fly
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occasionally, they are more than welcome to do that.” I think they have been very gracious to our club, and
we have done everything in our power to build good will with them ever since. Part of that is policing our
field to make sure we are not allowing any RC flying.
Since we made our agreement, there have been some new technologies to hit the market. First, with the
advent of 2.4 GHz radio controls the chances of having frequency interference have dropped to near zero.
These are slightly more complicated than the old FM systems because the transmitter must “bind” itself to the
specific receiver to be controlled. Failure to bind the receiver to the transmitter can result in catastrophic
failure. Also relatively new to the market is the Radio DT. One of the first RDT units I saw was Norm
Furutani using his Ken Bauer “Airtek” unit. The advent of the RDT is a giant leap forward, allowing a flyer
to DT a model at the time it is desired. This helps on small fields, saves time at contests allowing DT right
after another max, and or allowing a model to fly to a safe area before deploying the DT. When the RDT was
introduced, many predicted it would be the end of free flight, but it has resulted in more free flight flying,
allowing flying on smaller fields, and more flights at a contest and less chasing. It takes the predetermined
DT time out of the equation. Seeing all the advantages of the RDT, I knew it would not be long before
people would want to use it at Perris. I thought, “Would this RDT break the agreement we made with the
Riverside RC Club?” Seeking some expert advice, I talked to Ken Bauer who was making the systems.
What I found out was that the commercially available RDT units are operating in a completely different
frequency band than RC models, and he said, “There is a higher possibility of a cell phone causing a problem
than there is from an RDT.” His is not the only RDT unit available but the one most are using around here.
The others are also using bands far away from RC model frequencies.
With this information in hand, I contacted AMA many years ago to get a ruling from them on whether we
were permitted to use RDT near an established RC site. Currently, AMA rules require frequency
coordination when flying within 3 miles of an established RC club. After a week or so, I heard back that it
was okay to use RDT near an RC club. I knew the FAI flyers at Perris, who gather there on most Saturdays,
were starting to use the RDT system. Since the SCAMPS have a formal agreement with the Riverside RC
club, I feel we are somewhat responsible for all free flight activities at Perris. I wanted to make sure none of
us were breaking the agreement with the Riverside club. With the approval from AMA, I felt comfortable
moving forward with the use of RDT systems on our field.
Recently, it was suggested we should be allowed to fly RC on our field. The logic of this suggestion was that
if we can use RDT, then why can’t we fly regular RC models? RC flying and RDT are two different animals
as I will further explain, but first will discuss why we should never pursue RC flying from our location. First
and foremost, allowing RC flying at our field breaks our established agreement, something that is not in the
best interest of our club as a whole. By allowing only free flight at our field, it takes any doubt that we are a
threat to the safety at Riverside RC club out of the equation. Pursuing any RC flying from our free flight field
could put our field in peril should it cause a problem. We have built up a lot of good will with our hosts and
would not want to do anything to diminish that. If a model got knocked out of the sky at the RC field, and
someone was flying RC at our location-that might be the death knell that gets us kicked off our field. We are
a free flight club and have represented ourselves as a free flight club to gain access to our field; let’s keep it
that way. Because our hosts have been so gracious to allow us to use their field for RC flying, it only makes
sense to do all RC flying from their location and fly within their structure. Some have seen the glider guys
come in and fly near our location and thought if they can fly RC there, why can’t we? The glider guys are
part of the Riverside RC club and have established a frequency control within their club. They fly there
under their own agreement, and the same risks apply to them; if a model gets knocked out of the sky at the
established RC field, they would probably lose their field privileges. Free flight fields in SoCal are precious
and we are very lucky to have ours. Doing anything that might cause us to lose it should be avoided.
So why can’t we equate RDT to RC Flying? An RDT system does consist of a transmitter and a receiver like
a radio control unit, but they operate very differently. Radio control systems used to control flight in RC
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models start putting out a signal from the moment they are turned to the on position whether they are older FM
systems, or the more current 2.4Ghz. An RDT system only emits a signal when the button is pushed for DT,
a momentary signal. The RDT is operating in a frequency band outside those established for RC flying so
this momentary signal emitted has no chance of interfering with any of the Radio control units, FM or 2.4Ghz.
Since a 2.4Ghz system requires the receiver to be bound to the transmitter each time it is turned on, the
transmitter must remain in the on position for the duration of a flight to remain bound. So, unlike the RDT
which emits a signal for a few seconds, the 2.4Ghz system emits its signal for the duration of a flight.
We ask that everyone please consider their actions at our field and that decisions be made in the best interest
for everyone that uses it. Please continue to honor our agreement of no RC flying from our location. If
anyone wants to fly RC, please go to the Riverside RC club field and fly within their structure. The Perris
flying field is the major lifeblood of the club, and we should do everything in our power to continue to have
the privilege of its use.
Some of us still have models with fuse D/T rigs on them. Normally this is a very reliable system but there are
some things to be cautious of as our friend Terry Thorkildsen explains:

Using Fuse for D/T

by Terry Thorkildsen

I have been using fuse to D/T my models for many years without ever having a major problem until just
recently and I want to share this with the flyers like myself that still use it.
We have probably all experienced the problem where we forgot to light the fuse, but nothing you can do about
that other than establish a routine in that you always light it and check for the burn before you launch the
model.
At some flying sites you are not allowed to use fuse due to the fire danger-even with a snuffer tube. Most of
the places where I fly it’s okay to use fuse but there can still be problems in using it.
For the past thirty years I have used Sig fuse and I always hand work it to “fluff up” so to speak. You do this
by holding a length of fuse between your fingers about an inch apart then push together to compress the fuse
which makes it less compacted-I think it burns slightly better that way. Also, you should store it dry and
away from oil and such to prevent contamination.
For the last 3.5 to 4 yrs I have been told that the fuse made by Sig contains polyester thread that doesn’t burn
well. When used, it doesn’t light easily and won’t burn completely as it forms a plastic residue plug from the
polyester as it melts with heat.
If you have really old fuse no problem, but if you have some of the newer stuff you need to check it to make
sure it burns properly since it isn’t worth losing a model for.
Because of this problem a lot of guys have gone to the smaller red English fuse which doesn’t seem to have
this problem. I tried some at the last FF Champs and encountered an entirely different problem. I was told it
burns one minute per mark and set the length of the fuse accordingly, but unfortunately this was incorrect and
I lost my Lamb Climber that should have D/T’d at about five minutes instead of the 8 or 9 minutes that it
probably did. At that point I lost sight of it and couldn’t go any further on my motorcycle due to the new
orchard planting. Later I did get the wing back but the fuselage and prop had been destroyed by a farm
harvester or some other equipment and was a total loss. Anyone that has carved a prop for an unlimited
rubber model knows the work involved and it is not something you want to have to remake.
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Later I checked the burn timing between marks after losing the model and the English fuse gave me about one
minute and 45 seconds between marks. As a result I would suggest you check each batch of fuse to make
sure the time it gives between marks is what you really think it is. Better safe than sorry!
Haggert-Bowden News
We just completed the 2013 Haggert-Bowden Contest on a pretty February 17th Sunday. The event was
CD’d by Joe and Linda Jones this year and they had it running as if they had always been doing it-thanks for
stepping in to do this guys-we all appreciated your efforts and cheerful support.
Conditions were beautiful in the morning with a new green grass layer covering the field. I’m amazed how
much difference grooming the brush off the field last year made this year-virtually not one stick-like growth
appears to be sprouting up and the field surface resembles a billiard table this spring.
Eleven flyers officially signed up to participate for a light turnout. Hal Wightman has returned from the
frozen Philadelphia region and was resuming his free flight career- it was a pleasure to have him back. We
had one new (retread) free flight flyer come out to observe and soon began helping us time our flights. This
was John Swain from the Riverside area-we need to get him active with us. Right now he’s interested in P-30
and small rubber endurance models so when you see him on the field introduce yourself and encourage him to
get involved with SCAMPS.
The Kaiser team was down by one with Pop back in Texas for a visit, but Don held his own. There were a few
crashes in the Nostalgia gas ranks throughout the morning but nothing too terrible from what I saw. The
winds were fairly light from the south but began to pick up speed around 10:30, and the drift was getting
seriously toward San Jacinto Ave and beyond. I elected to quit at that point, figuring my model would join
the others I had lost in those fields at previous contests that had the same conditions. Also my recent bad
ankle sprain was making it a very painful walk in the furrowed field so I retired and enjoyed the company, not
to mention some of the impressive stockpile of donuts that showed up…

(Last place finishers were going to be rewarded multiple rounds from the stockpile above)
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Sal’s model drifting by
in the light air-flown
by Daniel Heinrich.

Hal Wightman and
George Walter at it
again..
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Jeff Carman tuning his
Powerhouse

Don Kaiser with another Top
Banana for A-Nostalgia
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Hey..I know this guy.
He looks at me in the
mirror every morning.
Beaumont Sticker on
the first test flight that
ended up being the
best one of the day. It
punched Eric
Strengle’s truck on the
final glide and took the
rest of the morning to
sort out again.

George Walter with his new rubber cabin job.
Sorry George, you told me what it was and I
forgot by the time I wrote this. Lousy reporting
skills on my part. But it seemed to fly well and
you did get your wheel back so a successful day
was had with it. I love elliptical flying surfaces
and this one is elegant in that regard.
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SCAMPS Club Contest Jan 23, 2013

by Bernie Crowe

Our first Club contest of the year was sparsely attended, with many saying they “didn’t know there was a
contest today.” Nevertheless, Hulan Matthies happened to have his Satellite 320 with him and flew it to good
effect in the AMA 1/2A to D gas contest. Hulan and Jeff Carman went head-to-head and each achieved three
maxes. Jeff had an over-run on his first fly-off attempt, but he and Hulan had agreed between them that they
would allow one over-run without elimination. Hulan’s 4-minute fly off attempt fell short at 171 seconds, so
it was up to Jeff to win it all. But Jeff’s timer was malfunctioning (hence the over-run) and proved difficult to
fix. Since he did not want to risk the plane being lost, he conceded and Hulan got a well-deserved win.
There were two entries in Old Time Large Rubber (Joe Jones and Al Richardson) but Hal Wightman offered
to fly his Nostalgia Wake “MaxMaker” with them to make up the field, and Al and Joe agreed. They seemed
well-matched on the first flight, Al, Joe and Hal making 138, 139 and 134 seconds respectively. Al, flying
his ’39 Korda wake went on to score a 139 and a 150, while Joe (flying his trusty Lamb Climber) and Hal each
got 122 in Round 2. It looked as though Al Richardson would take the prize, but Hal Wightman managed a
max on his last flight to pip Al by 9 seconds.
A good time was had by all. The next Club Contest is on February 20 for Jimmy Allen/Commercial Rubber
and 30-second Antique. Mark it on your calendar!

We have several contests coming up in March and April. All are noted in the flyers attached. One we are
having trouble getting pre-registrations for is the big WESTFAC IV event at the end of April. If you are
thinking about participating now is the time to get your Pre-Registration form download from the website
www.westernfac.com and get it to the WESTFAC Committee through Roger Willis. I’m sure walk up
registrations will be welcome the weekend of the event, but there is a need to get awards and such paid for up
front which helps a lot if you pre-register now. Consider coming out and joining the fun with us!
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SCAMPS 2013 Club Contest Calendar of Events
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